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What is Mileage(Point) ? 

Mileage is a type of reward for customers in airlines, transportation, 

e-commerce, and other industries. Mileage is a rewarding system generally

accepted in many industries, including airlines which accumulate points 

for purchasing goods or services. The mileage system is quite common across 

the world and even in carbon credit and other public sectors. 

There are many forms of rewards such as cashback, discounts, 

or a variety of free goods depending on the mileage tier. 

Market Size

Business Background
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Domestic Market – Approx. 20 trillion won in 2019 and a 10% increase annually 

Domestic Market Size

Source : Statistics Korea Korea Consumer Agency



Market Status 

Customers do not enjoy sufficient benefits due to restrictions and limitations

of using mileage points and the expiration policy of the mileage system makes

customers’ points extinguished or unusable.

Companies face difficulties in asset management because the issuance of

mileage leads to debt. Additionally, marketing needs to be budgeted to promote

the mileage program which could be burdensome and lead to additional costs.

To address all these issues with mileage, XMILE will promote an easier and

more accessible mileage system with seamless asset management.

Business Background
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XMILE is a fully integrated platform for milage systems that are designed to

mutually benefit corporations and customers in the transportation and aviation

industry and aims to establish a mileage ecosystem for broader usage.
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Business Detail

Customers can exchange or integrate mileage and points of XMILE’s partners 

through the XMILE platform and can use discount benefits and pay at 

affiliated stores.

.

What is                      ?

Business



VIM is a token in the form of mileage used in the Xmile ecosystem and

it’s an abbreviation of X Important Mileage. After exchanging mileage or

points of each partner company for VIM, customers can conveniently

make payments at affiliated stores, etc. at any time.
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XMILE Benefits 

VIM

Business



XMILE's partners can be all companies that issue mileage and points. 

Business
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Partners

Partnerships companies that are closely related to real life and e-commerce 

that targets MZ generation.

XMILE's affiliates will continue to expand the usage for customer convenience. 

We are considering expanding the number of affiliated brands to about 100.

Credit Cards Company

E-Commerce
Telecommunication

Airlines

To be confirmed (affiliated stores)



Platform Service
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XMILE Platform

Customers can exchange and integrate the mileage into VIM and use it 

at affiliated stores.

The mileage integration and exchange function are key services that can 

track lost mileage most effectively by minimizing the possibility of a dropout 

according to each company's mileage expiration and use policy.

Mileage is treated as equivalent to real goods, and usage history is 

recorded in real-time, allowing quick and convenient use anytime and anywhere. 

The usage history is stored in the blockchain, and errors are minimized 

through cross-validation through mutual sharing between customers, 

companies, and XMILE.



After the initial mileage service launch, we intend to present a

business model through rapid function expansion.

Platform Service
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Expansion of Platform function 



“Attempts of domestic mileage exchange and integration have been over 20 years.”

Success Point
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Mileage Trend in Domestic Market

Accumulate mileage from the web and offline

Accumulate mileage – coupons, stickers and etc.

OK ***, Happy ***, and other businesses started

The inception of smartphones encourages app-based services

Mileage becomes generally accessible through payment and accumulation

Payment service on mobile becomes easily accessible

The inception of Fourth Generation(fintech-blockchain)

Transparency, security, limiting activity time and other 

features will be functional.

Applicable to other sectors using Blockchain technology  



Success Point
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Current status of the Milage Service industry



“Easily accessible and provide payment with convenience”
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What differentiates XMILE?

Success Point

All payments can be made with just a smartphone. 

XMILE is creating innovation in mileage that goes beyond the limits of 

current mileage industry. 
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Accumulation

Exchange

QR payment

Pay all with points

In-store Payment

Minimum Points for Payment

Support Partially Support Not Support



i. Token features

1. The number of issued VIM tokens is limited to 10 billion.

2. The usage details of the VIM token are recorded in real time on the

blockchain, and efforts will be made to handle transaction fees or network

overload smoothly.

ii. Token Type

1. Token Symbol : VIM

2. Token Type : erc-20 (Ethereum-Based Token)

3. Total Volume : 10,000,000,000 VIM

The XMILE platform issues and distributes double tokens according to two

uses to maintain a stable ecosystem.
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Token Overview

Token Economy

VIM (Very Important Mileage): It is a security-type token that gives value to

financial assets. VIM is listed on cryptocurrency exchanges where real-time

price changes occur. It’s also worked as utility token to using in the market.



Token Flow

Token Economy

Mileage from affiliates is exchanged for XMILE, and XMILE can be used as

a means of payment at affiliates or swapped with VIM for transactions

at exchanges, depending on the purpose.
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Token Distribution

Token Economy
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VIM

Category Amounts Rate

Total Issue
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Token 개요

Token Economy

A. 2022 4Q

: Entity incorporation

: Token design and Issuance

B. 2023 1Q

: XMILE platform development

: Partnership Expansion

: Foreign exchange listing

C. 2023 2Q

: XMILE Platform launch

: XMILE Wallet launch

: Domestic exchange listing (Lv2)

D. 2023 3~4Q

: Expand service and global markets

: Domestic exchange listing (Lv1)
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Disclaimers

I. The specific direction and contents of the Xmile platform may change

according to relevant laws and policies. Certain statements, estimates and

financial information contained in this White Paper are merely forward-looking

statements or information.

ii. These forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown

risks and uncertainties, which could cause actual events or results to differ

materially from those implied or indicated by such statements or information.

This white paper was not written in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws

or regulations of any region that prohibits or restricts the transaction or use of

digital tokens.

iii. The information described in this white paper is not exhaustive and does not

constitute a contractual relationship. The content of this white paper does not

bind the Xmile team and its affiliates. The Xmile team reserves the right to

change, modify, add or delete any part of this white paper for any reason, and

the revised white paper may be posted on the website before/after the Xmile

token sale or at any time during the sale.
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Disclaimers

iv. This white paper is not investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting,

or other advice, nor is it intended to induce the purchase or sale of Xmile tokens,

or to provide any basis or advice for transaction evaluation. Before purchasing

Xmile tokens, you should consult with legal, investment, tax, accounting, and

other experts to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other

consequences of such transactions. In particular, when purchasing

cryptocurrencies, you should be aware that you have to accept financial risks for

an indefinite period.

v. This white paper is not a plan for issuing securities, nor is it a proposal in any

form, and nothing in this white paper induces investment or recommends the

issuance or purchase of securities, nor is it intended to suggest securities. The

Xmile team is not responsible for any damages caused by reading this white

paper and making any decisions and using it to the maXmileum extent permitted

by relevant laws.

vi. Xmile tokens cannot be provided, distributed, resold, or transferred to citizens,

natural persons, or corporations (hereinafter “restricted participants”) in regions

where digital token transactions are prohibited or restricted by law or regulation.

If Xmile Tokens are purchased by a person who is restricted by applicable local

laws or policies, or if purchases are made through illegal, unauthorized, and

fraudulent routes, or non-compliance, transactions may be prohibited and

restricted at any time after this Agreement becomes effective. and purchases of

Xmile tokens may be canceled or invalidated. All responsibility for this lies with

the buyer.
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Disclaimers

vii. The Xmile team does not accept participation by restricted participants and

has the right to reject or cancel any request to purchase Xmile tokens at any

time if the information provided by the purchaser is insufficient, inaccurate, or

misleading, or if the purchaser is deemed to be a restricted participant. holds

viii. Xmile does not offer or distribute Xmile Tokens, nor engages in any

regulated business activities in Singapore, China, and other countries or regions

where trading or use of Tokens is restricted or requires registration or licensing

by government authorities.

ix. The purchaser of Xmile tokens acknowledges that the content of this white

paper is provided based on the assumption that it is legal under the applicable

local jurisdiction and confirms that he/she is aware of this fact.

x. Xmile tokens are not cryptocurrencies, digital currencies, debt obligations,

equity, collective investment products, derivatives, securities, commodities or

other financial instruments other than cryptocurrencies in any jurisdiction,

including securities laws in the jurisdiction where the potential token holder

resides. , is not registered under the securities laws of the United States or under

the securities laws of any other country.

xi. It is the responsibility of the purchaser of Xmile Tokens to ensure that Xmile

Tokens can be legally purchased in the Buyer's region and that Xmile Tokens can

be resold to other purchasers in the specific region.


